Dipak Gangurde:
Dear Ms Niketa Dedhia, the Principal Consultant at ECS,
It’s been indeed a great pleasure to have a consular, teacher and at
the same time a great friend like you. All the things happened right
from my first meet with you, I enjoyed each and every moment
thoroughly.
In the first phase excellent research and categorization of
Universities as per my requirements really help me to see the things
from every perspective like course content, teaching faculty,
scholarship etc. which finally leads me to select the best University and get admitted to it.
I really appreciate the hard work of your whole team of ECS who made my CV and SOP looks
like it never being before. All the things were placed in a right manner which would not be
possible without ECS.
Ms Dedhia, you were available at every time when I was in a need of certain guidance and
support. Your every phone call, e-mails really encouraged and supported me a lot to step
forward.
Ms Dedhia, you from ECS kept me abreast to tackle every situation during this journey. You
took this relationship to personal level which gave me great comfort to share all the minute and
major things of my life with you. Thanks a lot.
After successful admission to IMBS in Argentina with a collaborative program with the University
of Freiburg, Germany (an excellence initiative awardee University), Ms Dedhia are the one who
reminded me that this is just a first step of joyful journey of my career which gives me a strength
to proceed with further important things.
Ms Dedhia, You helped me to take the right decision at every point of time like right time to quit
a job, follow up for scholarship, follow up for visa and all other things. I really appreciate a very
in detail review and correction of all the application form with at least 3 to 4 review cycle till get
the error free documents.
Finally the last phase of intercultural training was really an interesting and important session.
With hours of talk you really took us in our dreamland.
I would like to thank you and the whole ECS team from bottom of my heart to make all this
happen. I wish this relationship should continue in future.
Once again thanks for everything.

Sincerely,
Dipak Gangurde

